Pairs of not necessarily hermitian matrices for which AB= BA= 0 are characterized in terms of the singular values of A + B. This provides a generalization and a simpl er proof of a classical result on the independence of quadratic forms in normal random variables.
Suppose that is a vector of independent normal 0, 1 random variables. In [3] 1 it is pointed out that
YI =XT Ax and Y2=X T B x
are independent random variables, where A and B are real symmetric matrices, if and only if
AB=O. An The independence of YI and Y2 is, in a straightforward way, equivalent toA+B havingeigenvalues Al . . . , An, and Theorem I (which was first noted by Craig [3] ) is sufficiently fundamental that generally it is now at least stated in advanced texts. For example, a portion of a proof is given in [4] . Apparently in ignorance of [3, 4, 5] , an alternate proof of Theorem I is given in [1] .
Our goal is to give a generalization of Theorem I whose proof is quite simple. In addition to including a rat]~er different proof of Theorem I, our observation points out that the symmetry of A and B is not an essential assumption. W e recall that the singular values of a general complex matrix A are, by definition, the nonnegative square roots of the eigenvalues of A*A. A good general reference on the singular values decomposition of a matrix is [6] . has singular values {dl , . . • , dn } as was to be shown. Of course, for hermitian matricesAB=O is equivalent tv BA=O . However, fornonhermitian matrices, AB=O does not mean that BA=O so that the condition AB = BA=O may not be weakened in theorem II. It should, however, be noted that, as can be easily seen via the proof of theorem II, the assumption AB=BA=O implies (A+A*)(B+B*) =0.
